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INTRODUCTION
Evolutionary success depends heavily on the efficiency of the nervous
system in detecting biologically important events and reorienting processing resources to them. This efficiency relies on exogenous attention, also called automatic, stimulus-driven, or bottom–up attention,
among several other terms. Therefore, exogenous attention can be
understood as an adaptive tool that permits the detection and processing of biologically salient events even when the individual is engaged in
a resource-consuming task. Indeed, several experiments show that
emotional stimuli (by definition, important for the individual) presented as distracters interfere with the ongoing task (Constantine et al.,
2001; Vuilleumier et al., 2001; Eastwood et al., 2003; Carretié et al.,
2004a, 2009, 2011; Doallo et al., 2006; Huang and Luo, 2007; Thomas
et al., 2007; Yuan et al., 2007). However, emotional stimuli need to
exceed a critical threshold value to capture attention (Mogg and
Bradley, 1998; Koster et al., 2004). This threshold depends on several
factors, such as level of involvement in the ongoing cognitive task
(Pessoa and Ungerleider, 2004; Schwartz et al., 2005) and the individual’s state and trait characteristics (Mogg and Bradley, 1998; Bishop,
2008). The third factor, particularly relevant for this study, is the
nature and intensity of the emotional stimulus itself.
The rich variety of emotional stimuli that humans process in their
everyday life has been categorized by experimental practice according
to their physical nature. Within the visual modality, stimuli can be
divided into symbolic (e.g. written emotional language, signs or simple
drawings) and non-symbolic material. The latter, important in evolutionary terms and the focus of this study, can be further subdivided
into facial and non-facial affective stimuli (non-facial affective stimulation will be referred to as ‘emotional scenes’ from now on). Indeed,
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several research-oriented databases have been created for each of these
categories (Lundqvist et al., 1998; Bradley and Lang, 1999; Lang et al.,
2005). This segregation is reasonable bearing in mind that each category has its own affective frame (e.g. its own valence and arousal
scale), and is managed, in some phases of processing, by a differential
neural circuitry whose activity is reflected in specific temporal and
spatial patterns in the main neural signals.
A question that arises is whether there is some type of intercategorical (together with intra-categorical) differentiation in the capacity to capture exogenous attention. Previous studies have clearly
shown differences between symbolic and non-symbolic categories.
For example, there is broad agreement that verbal emotional material
is less arousing than other types of visual affective items such as facial
expressions or emotional scenes (Vanderploeg et al., 1987; Mogg and
Bradley, 1998; Keil, 2006; Kissler et al., 2006; Frühholz et al., 2011).
Consequently, verbal emotional material would be less capable of capturing attention than emotional pictorial stimuli (Hinojosa et al., 2009;
Frühholz et al., 2011; Rellecke et al., 2011). In the case of non-symbolic
stimuli, both facial (Vuilleumier et al., 2001; Eastwood et al., 2003) and
non-facial distracters (Doallo et al., 2006; Carretié et al., 2009) have
shown to interfere with the ongoing task. However, there have up to
now been no direct comparisons within non-symbolic categories (faces
and scenes) investigating whether they have a different impact on
exogenous attention.
Indirect data do not provide enough information to solve this question. On the one hand, facial expressions are the most important visual
signal of emotion from others: they are omnipresent in our daily life,
either in natural situations or through visual media. This communicative function of facial expressions is in addition to their intrinsic
affective meaning (Izard, 1992), and is absent in the majority of emotional scenes usually employed in research. On the other hand, there
are also several arguments suggesting the superiority of emotional
scenes for capturing attention. First, facial expressions are not as associated with extreme affective reactions, such as phobias, as are stimuli
usually employed within emotional scenes (e.g. blood, snakes or
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The capacity of the two types of non-symbolic emotional stimuli most widely used in research on affective processes, faces and (non-facial) emotional
scenes, to capture exogenous attention, was compared. Negative, positive and neutral faces and affective scenes were presented as distracters to
34 participants while they carried out a demanding digit categorization task. Behavioral (reaction times and number of errors) and electrophysiological
(event-related potentialsERPs) indices of exogenous attention were analyzed. Globally, facial expressions and emotional scenes showed similar
capabilities to attract exogenous attention. Electrophysiologically, attentional capture was reflected in the P2a component of ERPs at the scalp
level, and in left precentral areas at the source level. Negatively charged faces and scenes elicited maximal P2a/precentral gyrus activity. In the
case of scenes, this negativity bias was also evident at the behavioral level. Additionally, a specific effect of facial distracters was observed in N170 at
the scalp level, and in the fusiform gyrus and inferior parietal lobule at the source level. This effect revealed maximal attention to positive expressions.
This facial positivity offset was also observed at the behavioral level. Taken together, the present results indicate that faces and non-facial scenes elicit
partially different and, to some extent, complementary exogenous attention mechanisms.
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METHODS
Participants
Thirty-eight individuals participated in this experiment, although data
from only 34 of them could eventually be analyzed, as explained later
(28 women, age range of 18–51 years, mean ¼ 22.79, s.d. ¼ 7.75). The
study had been approved by the Universidad Autónoma de Madrid’s
Ethics Committee. All participants were students of Psychology at that
university and took part in the experiment voluntarily after providing
informed consent. They reported normal or corrected-to-normal
visual acuity.
Stimuli and procedure
Participants were placed in an electrically shielded, sound-attenuated
room. According to the type of distracter, six types of stimuli were presented to participants in two blocks separated by a rest period: negative, neutral and positive faces (F, F0, Fþ; positioned in the centre of
the picture), and negative, neutral and positive scenes1 (S, S0, Sþ).
The complete set of stimuli employed in this experiment is available at
http://www.uam.es/CEACO/sup/CaraEscena12.htm. Happy expressions were employed as positive faces. Since expressions other than
happiness are problematic with respect to recognition rate at the positive valence extreme (Tracy and Robins, 2008), a single expression was
also employed in the negative counterpart so as to make the experimental design symmetrical. Disgust faces were selected since, along
with sad faces, their effect in ERPs has been shown to be quicker
and more widely distributed than other negative expressions, such as
anger or fear (Esslen et al., 2004). Moreover, the disgust expression is
better recognized (in terms of both reaction time and accuracy) than
other negative expressions, such as fear or sadness (Tracy and Robins,
2008). Finally, disgust-related visual stimuli have been shown to capture exogenous attention to a greater extent than other negative stimuli
(Charash and McKay, 2002; Carretié et al., 2011).
The size for all stimuli, which were presented on a back-projection
screen through a RGB projector, was 75.178 (width)  55.928 (height).
Each of these pictures contained two central digits (4.938 height),
yellow in color and outlined in solid black, so that they could be clearly
distinguished from the background. Each picture was displayed on the
screen for 350 ms, and stimulus onset asynchrony was 3000 ms. The
task was related to the central digits: participants were required to
press, ‘as accurately and rapidly as possible’, one key if both digits
were even or if both were odd (i.e. if they were ‘concordant’), and a
different key if one central digit was even and the other was odd (i.e. if
they were ‘discordant’). There were 40 combinations of digits in all,
half of them concordant and the other half discordant. The same combination of digits was repeated across emotional conditions in order to
ensure that task demands were the same for F, F0, Fþ, S, S0, and
Sþ. Therefore, 40 trials of each type were presented (20 different pictures, each of them presented twice, i.e. with concordant and discordant central digits). Stimuli were presented in semi-random order in
such a way that there were never more than three consecutive trials for
the same emotional or numerical category. Participants were instructed to look continuously at a fixation mark located in the
centre of the screen and to blink preferably after a beep that sounded
1300 ms after each stimulus onset.
Facial stimuli were taken both from the MMI Facial Expression DataBase (http://www.mmifacedb.com/) and from our own
emotional picture database (EmoMadrid; http://www.uam.es/
CEACO/EmoMadrid.htm). At the end of the recording session,
1
It is important to note that 8.33% of scenes (distributed among the three emotional categories) included central
views of distinguishable human facial elements. They were maintained since cutting, occluding or blurring them in
those natural scenes depicted in the images would have introduced artificial elements whose effect could be more
pernicious than maintaining this facial information.
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spiders). This is probably due to the omnipresence of facial expressions, which make them unavoidable (even already-phobic stimuli
cease to be so when they cannot be avoided: Linden, 1981; Zlomke
and Davis, 2008; Cloitre, 2009). Second, facial expressions are not
always reliable indices of emotion, as their affective meaning is ambiguous in some circumstances, particularly when they are presented in
a decontextualizeddisembodiedfashion (e.g. social smile vs spontaneous, happiness-related smile; Ekman, 1993; Fridlund, 1997). This ambiguity contrasts with the more direct and explicit affective meaning of
non-facial scenes usually employed in research.
The present study sought to clarify the relative role of facial expressions and emotional scenes in exogenous attention. Unlike previous
studies, we used a single experimental design to investigate the commonalities and differences of the effect of faces and scenes on exogenous attention, in order to further understanding the influence of
affective visual events on attention. To this end, emotional faces and
affective scenes were presented as distracters while participants carried
out a demanding digit categorization task under the same experimental
conditions. The main behavioral index of exogenous attention to distracters is the extent of disruption in the ongoing task. This disruption
is reflected in significantly longer reaction times or lower accuracy in
the task whenever a distracter captures attention to a greater extent
than other distracters.
At the neural level, exogenous attention effects are expected to be
observed in two ERP components. First, the anterior P2 (P2a) component of ERPs (i.e. a positive component peaking between 150 and
250 ms at anterior scalp, although it is labeled in different ways) shows
significant amplitude increments when visual stimuli capture exogenous attention in a wide variety of tasks (Kenemans et al., 1989, 1992;
Carretié et al., 2004a, 2011; Doallo et al., 2006; Huang and Luo, 2007;
Thomas et al., 2007; Yuan et al., 2007; Kanske et al., 2011), in contrast
to other components such as late positive potentials, rather reflecting
endogenous attention to emotional events (see the review by Olofsson
et al., 2008; see also Hajcak and Olvet, 2008). Second, facial distracters
are expected to elicit specific electrophysiological effects, particularly in
N170 component. N170 amplitude is enhanced in response to faces
(Bentin et al., 1996), and is modulated by their affective charge
(e.g. Pizzagalli et al., 2002; Batty and Taylor, 2003; Miyoshi et al.,
2004; Stekelenburg and Gelder, 2004; Blau et al., 2007; Krombholz
et al., 2007; Japee et al., 2009; Vlamings et al., 2009; Marzi and
Viggiano, 2010; Rigato et al., 2010; Wronka and Walentowska, 2011;
but see Eimer et al., 2003; Leppänen et al., 2007). Interestingly, N170
sensitivity to faces with respect to other visual stimuli (Carmel and
Bentin, 2002), as well as N170 sensitivity to facial affective meaning
(Pegna et al., 2011), has been reported even when endogenous attention is not directed to faces, such as in the present experiment (but see
Wronka and Walentowska, 2011).
An important difficulty in the study of these two ERP components is
that they overlap in time: their reported peaks usually occur between
150 and 200 ms. Thus, despite their different polarity, they may influence each other. Spatial analyses might help to segregate them, since
N170 is maximal at lateral parietal and occipital areas, while P2a is
maximal at frontal sites. Effects observed in N170 are expected to be
associated with face processing areas, such as superior temporal or
fusiform gyri. Meanwhile, P2a effects are most likely related to activity
in non-specializedmulticategoricalareas of visual cortex or in networks underlying exogenous attention (dorsal/ventral attention networks: Posner et al., 2007; Corbetta et al., 2008). These behavioral
and electrophysiological responses to facial and scene distracters
during the same digit categorization task are expected to reveal differential mechanisms underlying exogenous attention to the two types of
emotional non-symbolic visual stimuli.
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Table 1 Means and S.E.M. (in parenthesis) of: (i) subjective responses to each of the six types of stimuli used as distracters, (ii) behavioral responses (reaction timesRTsand accuracy)
and (iii) neural (P2 and N170 factor scores, linearly related to amplitudes) to each distracter type
Faces
Negative
Subjective ratings
Valence (1, negative to 5, positive)
Arousal (1, calming to 5, arousing)
Behavior
RTs (ms)
Accuracy (0–1)
Scalp level ERPs
P2 factor scores
N170 factor scores

Scenes
Neutral

Positive

Negative

Neutral

Positive

2.157 (0.017)
3.410 (0.020)

2.921 (0.019)
3.013 (0.016)

3.853 (0.020)
3.047 (0.030)

1.715 (0.032)
4.396 (0.025)

3.149 (0.020)
2.874 (0.026)

4.103 (0.027)
4.132 (0.034)

929.200 (26.802)
0.878 (0.013)

927.701 (28.322)
0.894 (0.010)

947.976 (26.359)
0.867 (0.013)

938.673 (27.249)
0.856 (0.016)

939.912 (26.894)
0.892 (0.014)

917.448 (25.266)
0.890 (0.013)

0.433 (0.119)
1.362 (0.195)

0.278 (0.120)
1.401 (0.208)

0.346 (0.121)
1.576 (0.199)

0.201 (0.116)
0.899 (0.197)

0.157 (0.095)
0.930 (0.202)

0.153 (0.103)
0.653 (0.191)

Recording
Electroencephalographic (EEG) activity was recorded using an electrode cap (ElectroCap International) with tin electrodes. Thirty electrodes were placed at the scalp following a homogeneous distribution.
All scalp electrodes were referenced to the nosetip. Electrooculographic
(EOG) data were recorded supra- and infraorbitally (vertical EOG) as
well as from the left vs right orbital rim (horizontal EOG). A bandpass
filter of 0.3–40 Hz was applied. Recordings were continuously digitized
at a sampling rate of 230 Hz. The continuous recording was divided
into 1000 ms epochs for each trial, beginning 200 ms before stimulus
onset. Behavioral activity was recorded by means of a two-button
keypad whose electrical output was also continuously digitized at a
sampling rate of 230 Hz. Trials for which subjects responded erroneously or did not respond were eliminated. Ocular artifact removal was
carried out through an independent component analysis (ICA)-based
strategy (see a description of this procedure and its advantages over
traditional regression/covariance methods in Jung et al., 2000), as provided in Fieldtrip software (http://fieldtrip.fcdonders.nl, Oostenveld
et al., 2011). After the ICA-based removing process, a second stage
of visual inspection of the EEG data was conducted. If any further
artifact was present, the corresponding trial was discarded. This artifact
and error rejection procedure led to the average admission of 84.93%
F trials, 87.21% F0, 84.04% Fþ, 83.16% S, 86.91% S0 and 86.54%
Sþ. The minimum number of trials accepted for averaging was 66%
(2/3) per participant and condition. As already mentioned, data from
four participants were eliminated since they did not meet this criterion.
Data analysis
Detection and quantification of P2a and N170
Detection and quantification of P2a and N170 was carried out through
a covariance-matrix-based temporal principal components analysis
(tPCA), a strategy that has repeatedly been recommended for these
purposes (e.g. Chapman and McCrary, 1995; Dien, 2010). In brief,
tPCA computes the covariance between all ERP time points, which

tend to be high between those time points involved in the same component and low between those belonging to different components.
Temporal factor score, the tPCA-derived parameter in which extracted
temporal factors can be quantified, is linearly related to amplitude. The
decision on the number of factors to select was based on the screen test
(Cliff, 1987). Extracted factors were submitted to promax rotation
(Dien et al., 2005).
Analyses on experimental effects
In all contrasts described below, the Huynh–Feldt (HF) epsilon correction was applied to adjust degrees of freedom where necessary.
Effect sizes were computed using the partial eta-square (2p ) method.
Post hoc comparisons to determine the significance of pairwise contrasts were performed using the Bonferroni correction procedure and
the Tukey HSD method. As recently recommended (NIST/
SEMATECH, 2010), the former procedure was employed when only
a subset of pairwise comparisons was of interest, whereas the latter was
computed when all pairwise levels submitted to the ANOVA required
post hoc contrast. The specific characteristics of analyses according to
the nature of the dependent variable were as follows.
(i) Behavior. Performance in the digit categorization task was analyzed. To this end, reaction times (RTs) and accuracy (proportion of correct responses) were submitted to repeated-measures
ANOVAs introducing Category (Face, Scene) and Emotion
(Negative, Neutral, Positive) as factors. In the case of RTs, outliers, defined as responses >2000 or <200 ms, were omitted in the
analyses.
(ii) Scalp P2a and N170 (2D). Experimental effects on P2a and N170
at the scalp level (2D) were also tested. Category, Emotion and
Electrode Site were introduced as factors in ANOVAs performed
on factor scores (or amplitudes) corresponding to both ERP
components.
(iii) Source (3D) analyses. Temporal factor scores corresponding to
relevant components were submitted to standardized
low-resolution brain electromagnetic tomography (sLORETA).
sLORETA is a 3D, discrete linear solution for the EEG inverse
problem (Pascual-Marqui, 2002). Although solutions provided
by EEG-based source-location algorithms should be interpreted
with caution due to their potential error margins, the use of
tPCA-derived factor scores instead of direct voltages (which
leads to more accurate source-localization analyses: Dien et al.,
2003; Carretié et al., 2004b) and the relatively large sample size
employed in the present study (n ¼ 34) contribute to reducing
such error margins. Pairwise differences at the voxel level between stimulus conditions showing significant effects at the behavioral and scalp levels were computed in order to detect
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participants were instructed to indicate, through an open response
questionnaire (i.e. a priori emotional categories to choose among
were not provided), the emotion expressed by each face. Average recognition rates (ranging from 0 to 1) were 0.876, 0.846 and 0.963 for
F, F0 and Fþ, respectively. Scenes were also taken from EmoMadrid.
These images were selected according to valence and arousal average
assessments provided in that database (n > 30 in all pictures), the latter
being similar for positive and negative scenes. Moreover, after the recording session participants themselves filled out a bidimensional scale
for each scene, so that their assessments on valence and arousal were
recorded (Table 1).
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potential sources of variability. Regions of interest (ROIs) were
defined for those sources and ROI current densities were submitted to a repeated-measures ANOVA using Category and
Emotion as factors.

Detection and quantification of P2a and N170
Figure 1 shows a selection of grand averages after subtracting the baseline (prestimulus) activity from each ERP. These grand averages correspond to frontal and parieto-occipital areas, where the critical ERP
components, P2a and N170, are most prominent. The first analytical
step consisted in detecting and quantifying these components (see
section on Data Analysis). Seven temporal factors (TF) were extracted
by tPCA and submitted to promax rotation (Figure 2). Factor
peak-latency and topography characteristics revealed TF5 as the key
component, being associated with both P2a and N170 (Figure 3).
Indeed, tPCA revealed that the two components were evoked at the
same latency (peaking at 180 ms). Differential characteristics of N170
and P2a were patent both at the polarity and the spatial level (i.e. scalp
topography and 3D sources, as described later).
Experimental effects on scalp P2a and N170 (2D)
P2a
Table 1 shows means and standard error of the means (S.E.M.) of P2a
parameters. Temporal factor scores (linearly related to amplitude, as
explained) of P2a were computed for frontal pole channels (Fp1, Fpz,
Fp2 and AFz), where it was specially prominent. ANOVAs detailed in
section on Data Analysis showed significant main effects of Category
[Faces vs Scenes; F(1,33) ¼ 8.949, HF corrected P < 0.01], faces eliciting
greater amplitudes than scenes. Also, main effects of Emotion (negative, neutral, positive) were observed [F(2,66) ¼ 3.265, HF corrected
P < 0.05]. Amplitudes were maximal in response to negative distracters,
which post hoc tests showed to be significantly greater than those
elicited by neutral distracters. No significant Category  Emotion
interaction was detected (P > 0.05), suggesting that the emotional content of faces and scenes affected P2a amplitudes similarly.
Latency was also analyzed for P2a, since grand averages suggested a
face-scene differentiation in the temporal dimension (Figure 1). Given
that, by definition, latency cannot be measured in tPCA-derived factor
scores, direct P2a peak voltage-associated latencies were computed for
frontal pole channels (Fp1, Fpz, Fp2 and AFz). To this end, latency
associated with the maximal voltage within the 148–235 ms time
window was computed. ANOVAs revealed a significant effect of
Category [F(3,96) ¼ 21.316, HF corrected P < 0.001], facial distracters

eliciting earlier latencies than scene distracters. No effects of Emotion
or of the Category  Emotion interaction were observed (P > 0.05 in
both cases).
N170
Table 1 shows means and S.E.M. of N170 temporal factor scores. They
were computed for occipital and lateral parieto-occipital channels (P7,
P8, O1, Oz, O2), where it was prominent. As expected for this
face-specific component, ANOVAs revealed conspicuous main effects
of Category [Faces vs Scenes; F(1,33) ¼ 38.444, HF corrected
P < 0.001], which showed larger amplitudes for faces than for scenes.
No significant main effects of Emotion (negative, neutral, positive)
were observed (P > 0.05). In contrast, the Category  Emotion interaction yielded significant effects [F(2,66) ¼ 7.414, HF corrected
P < 0.01]. Within facial distracters (the relevant stimulus category
with respect to N170), Fþ elicited the greatest (i.e. the most negative)
amplitudes, significantly differing from F according to post hoc tests.
Experimental effects on 3D sources
Region-of-interest (ROI) analyses
As explained in the Methods section, several ROIs were defined following data-driven criteria. First, given that faces elicited greater amplitudes both in P2a and N170, a ROI was defined as those voxels in
which maximal faces > scenes current densities were observed. Second,
ROIs comprising voxels showing maximal S > Sþ and S > S0 (both
contrasts being significant with respect to accuracy) and maximal
Fþ > F0 and Fþ > F (significant with respect to accuracy and
N170, respectively) current densities were also computed. Table 2 describes the ROIs obtained in both cases.
Current densities associated with each of these ROIs were quantified
and submitted to ANOVAs using Emotion (Negative, Neutral,
Positive) as factor. Three ROIs showed significant sensitivity to this
factor (Figure 4). First, the ANOVA on the left fusiform ROI, focused
on current densities evoked by Facial distracters, revealed a significant
effect of Emotion [F(2,66) ¼ 3.227, HF corrected P < 0.05]. Maximal
current densities were elicited by Fþ, which significantly differed from
F0 and F according to post hoc tests. Similarly, analyses on the
right inferior parietal lobule (IPL) ROI, also focused on current densities to Facial distracters, yielded significant effects of Emotion
[F(2,66) ¼ 3.648, HF corrected P < 0.05]. Again, maximal current densities were elicited by Fþ, which significantly differed from F0 and F.
Finally, the analysis of left precentral ROI with respect to scene distracters also revealed a significant effect of Emotion [F(2,66) ¼ 4.851,
HF corrected P < 0.25]. In this case, maximal current densities were
elicited by S, which significantly differed from S0 and Sþ.
Source (3D)–scalp (2D) associations
Although these results suggest that fusiform and IPL ROIs were more
involved in N170 than in P2a scalp activity (since they reflected maximal activity in response to Fþ distracters) whereas the precentral ROI
was mainly related to P2a (negative stimuli was associated with greater
activity), two linear regression analyses (forward procedure) were carried out to statistically test ROI–scalp associations. In the first regression analysis, average P2a factor scores (amplitudes) at frontal pole
channels (Fp1, Fpz, Fp2 and AFz) was introduced in the regression
analysis as the dependent variable, and current densities in fusiform,
IPL and precentral ROIs as independent variables. A positive association was observed for both precentral (beta ¼ 0.481) and fusiform
(beta ¼ 0.136) current densities and frontal pole scalp P2a amplitudes
(P < 0.05 in both cases). In the second regression analysis, average
N170 amplitude at parieto-occipital electrodes (PO7, PO8, O1, Oz
and Os) was introduced as the dependent variable. Independent
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RESULTS
Experimental effects on behavior
Accuracy (hit rate, ranging from 0 to 1) and RTs in the digit categorization task are showed in Table 1. Repeated-measures ANOVAs
showed no significant main effects of distracter Category
(Faces vs Scenes) on either RTs or accuracy (P > 0.05 in both cases).
However, these ANOVAs revealed significant main effects of distracter
Emotion (Negative, Neutral, Positive) on accuracy [F(2,66) ¼ 4.342,
HF corrected P < 0.025, 2p ¼ 0.116]. Emotional distracters (both negative and positive) caused lower accuracy than neutral distracters, the
difference between negative and neutral being significant according to
post hoc tests. A Category  Emotion interaction was also observed
in accuracy (F(2,66) ¼ 3.685, HF corrected P < 0.05). Within
facial distracters, post hoc tests showed lower accuracy for Fþ than
for F0 (which elicited maximal accuracy), whereas within scene
distracters, S was associated with lower accuracy than both S0
and Sþ.
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variables were the same as in the previous analysis. A significant
association was observed for fusiform (beta ¼ 0.517) and IPL
(beta ¼ 0.122; P < 0.05 in both cases).
DISCUSSION
The behavioral and electrophysiological indices presented in this study
reveal that, beneath their common capability to capture exogenous
attention, faces and non-facial scenes show relevant differential characteristics. Below, the main findings are described and discussed from a
comparative perspective, rather than providing a parallel description
for the two categories of affective visual stimuli. Several implications
and conclusions are mentioned and presented at the end of this
section.
Behavior
Behavioral indices of attentional capture to distracters, consisting of
lower accuracy in the digit task, did not show significant differences
depending on the facial/non-facial nature of stimulation. However,
both categories showed an interaction with emotional charge when
capturing attention. A face-scene differential pattern was observed in
this respect. Among faces, accuracy level was minimali.e. interference
with the ongoing task was maximalin response to positive (happy)
expressions. This pattern is probably related to two well-known processing biases. The first one is the ‘happy face advantage’, which favors

the processing of happy faces in expression recognition tasks. Indeed,
happy expressions are identified more accurately and/or more quickly
than the rest of emotional expressions (Leppänen and Hietanen, 2004;
Palermo and Coltheart, 2004; Tracy and Robins, 2008; Calvo and
Nummenmaa, 2011). This recognition bias toward happiness expressions would have favored their attentional capture when employed as
distracters. On the other hand, the ‘positivity offset’, a processing bias
important in social interaction which facilitates processing of appetitive stimulation (e.g. Cacioppo and Gardner, 1999), may also yield to
enhanced attention to expressions communicating positive states.
Additional discussion on this bias is provided below. Disgust expressions were also associated with less accuracy than neutral faces,
although the differences did not reach significance, despite their
having been reported to be better recognized than other negative
expressions such as fear or sadness (Tracy and Robins, 2008).
Therefore, present results suggest that positivity is the characteristic
that preferentially captures attention in the case of faces.
As regards scenes, negative pictures elicited the lowest accuracy level.
This result is also in line with previous behavioral data showing an
advantage of non-facial negative distracter scenes over positive and/or
neutral ones to capture attention when participants are engaged in a
cognitive task (Constantine et al., 2001; Carretié et al., 2004a, 2009,
2011; Doallo et al., 2006; Huang and Luo, 2007; Thomas et al., 2007;
Yuan et al., 2007). This pattern has been related to the ‘negativity bias’,
a term that describes the fact that danger or harm-related stimuli tend
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Fig. 1 Grand averages at anterior and posterior areas, where P2a and N170, respectively, are prominent (F, negative faces; F0, neutral faces; Fþ, positive faces; S, negative scenes; S0, neutral scenes; Sþ,
positive scenes).
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to elicit faster and more prominent responses than neutral or positive
events (Taylor, 1991; Cacioppo and Gardner, 1999). As discussed later,
electrophysiological indices of bias to negative faces were also found in
this study. A behavioral correlate was not found in this case, probably
because behavioral performance reflects the final single output of several cognitive and affective processes that are not necessarily convergent. As we are about to see, some of these processes point to the
opposite direction: maximal responses to positive facial expressions.
Electrophysiology: scalp and source levels
P2a
As expected, P2a was sensitive to the emotional content of distracters.
The amplitude of P2a (i.e. a positive component peaking between 150
and 250 ms at anterior scalp regions, although it is labeled in different
ways) has been reported to increase when a stimulus attracts attention
in a bottom-up fashion (Kenemans et al., 1989, 1992; Carretié et al.,
2004a, 2011; Doallo et al., 2006; Huang and Luo, 2007; Thomas et al.,
2007; Yuan et al., 2007; Kanske et al., 2011). Negative stimuli, both
faces and scenes, elicited the maximal amplitude in this component. In
the case of scenes, this negative advantage was reflected in behavior, as
previously indicated, while the net effect of faces in performance was
dominated by processes reflected in N170, as explained below. The
present data support those of previous studies reporting P2a as particularly sensitive to the negativity bias toward visually presented emotional scenes (Carretié et al., 2001a, 2001b, 2004a; Delplanque et al.,
2004; Doallo et al., 2006; Huang and Luo, 2006). A question that arises
is why the bias toward negative facial distracters reflected in P2a did
not significantly affect behavior (negative faces caused lower accuracy
than neutral faces, but the difference did not reach significance).
One reason could be related to the already mentioned fact that the
final motor response is a single output resulting from a complex

balance of different neural processes. As discussed below, N170
responded to faces in the opposite direction: positive facial distracters
elicited the highest amplitude. Another reason, complementary to the
previous one, is that P2a overlaps in time, space and polarity with the
frontal face positivity (FFP), a component typically elicited by faces
which is sensitive to their emotional charge (Eimer et al., 2003; Holmes
et al., 2003; Wronka and Walentowska, 2011). Interestingly, and when
faces are displayed centrallyas in the present experimentFFP is sensitive to facial expression even when endogenous attention is focused
on non-emotional characteristics of stimulation (Wronka and
Walentowska, 2011). In other words, P2a to faces is probably reflecting
mixed processes: those related to attentional capture processes sensitive
to the negativity biasdiscussed earlierand those related to facial
processing. This could have led to P2a showing greater amplitudes
and shorter latencies in response to faces, along with the general negativity bias effect.
Indeed, further analyses revealed two sources to be significantly
associated with P2a scalp activity. One of them was located in the
fusiform gyrus (BA20), a region well known to be involved in face
processing (Perrett et al., 1982; Halgren et al., 2000; Kanwisher and
Yovel, 2006). Although, to the best of our knowledge, no source location data on the FFP has ever been reported, the present data suggest
that the fusiform gyrus contributes to its generation and underlies
significant face > scene differences. Moreover, fusiform ROI current
densities were sensitive to facial expression (they were maximal to
positive expressions). The second source associated with scalp P2a
was the left precentral gyrus (BA6), whose current density was greater
for negative than for neutral scenes, though was not sensitive to the
emotional content of faces. This source would underlie the multicategorical, unspecific, exogenous attention effect linked to P2a. Indeed,
the left precentral gyrus is one of the main areas activated when a
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Fig. 2 tPCA: Factor loadings after promax rotation. Temporal factor 5 (P2a/N170) is drawn in blue (TF, temporal factor).
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Fig. 3 P2a/N170 temporal factor scores in the form of scalp maps.

Table 2 ROI characteristics, data-based justification, category analyzed and statistical results regarding each of the ROIs submitted to analyses
Anatomical location

Fusiform gyrus (BA20)

BA40

BA8

Precentral gyrus (BA6/4)

BA9

IPL (BA40)

BA22

Peak voxel coordinates (x, y, z)
Data-based ROI justification (voxelwise maximal differences)
3-Level ANOVAs on:
F(2,66)
Post hoc comparisons (Tukey)

50, 25, 30
Faces > Scenes
Faces
P < 0.05
Fþ > F
Fþ > F0

55, 50, 50
Scenes > Faces
Scenes
n.s.

5, 35, 50
S > Sþ
Scenes
n.s.

40, 10, 40
S > S0
Scenes
P < 0.05
S > S0
S > Sþ

35, 35, 45
Fþ > F
Faces
n.s.

55, 45, 50
Fþ > F0
Faces
P < 0.05
Fþ > F
Fþ > F0

65, 15, 10
F > F0
Faces
n.s.

In gray, those ROIs in which statistical contrasts yielded significant results. Precentral gyrus, dorsolateral frontal cortex; IPL, inferior parietal lobule; n.s., non–significant; F, negative faces; F0, neutral faces;
Fþ, positive faces; S, negative scenes; S0, neutral scenes; Sþ, positive scenes.

salient distracter exogenously captures attention (see the review by
Theeuwes, 2010). The area discussed here is located at the intersection
of two relevant functional regions: the frontal eye fields and the inferior frontal junction. Both are consistently activated in experimental

paradigms in which different stimuli or tasks compete for access to
attentional resources, such as the present one (see reviews in Derrfuss
et al., 2005; Corbetta et al., 2008). The precentral gyrus has been linked
to the ‘dorsal attention network’. This network is responsible for overt
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Current density

Fusiform (faces)

0.3

0.25

0.2

0.15

0.1

F-

F0

F+

0.12
Current density

IPL (faces)

0.14

0.1
0.08
0.06
0.04
0.02

F-

F0

S-

S0

F+

0.12

Current desnsity

0.1
0.08
0.06
0.04
0.02
0

S+

Fig. 4 ROIs in which current densities were sensitive to the experimental conditions. Average current densities for each condition are also shown (F, negative faces; F0, neutral faces; Fþ, positive faces;
S, negative scenes; S0, neutral scenes; Sþ, positive scenes). Error bars represent S.E.M.

and covert reorienting of processing resources toward distracters
according to their priority (Gottlieb, 2007; Bisley and Goldberg,
2010; Ptak, in press). Negative events would have ‘biological priority’:
the consequences of a negative event are often much more dramatic
than the consequences of ignoring or reacting slowly to neutral or even
appetitive stimuli (Ekman, 1992; Öhman et al., 2000).
N170
With regard to the N170 results, two relevant conclusions can be
drawn. First, this component showed greater amplitudes to facial
than to non-facial distracters. Although data on whether N170 amplitude is greater to endogenously attended than to endogenously unattended faces are still inconclusive (see a review in Palermo and
Rhodes, 2007), the present data support the idea that this component
responds to a greater extent to faces than to non-facial visual stimuli
even when endogenous attention is directed elsewhere. Second, N170
was sensitive to the affective meaning of faces, in line with previous
findings (e.g. Pizzagalli et al., 2002; Batty and Taylor, 2003; Miyoshi
et al., 2004; Stekelenburg and Gelder, 2004; Blau et al., 2007;
Krombholz et al., 2007; Japee et al., 2009; Vlamings et al., 2009;
Marzi and Viggiano, 2010; Rigato et al., 2010; Wronka and
Walentowska, 2011). As in the present experiment, other recent data
also suggest that this sensitivity of N170 to emotional expression does
not require endogenous attention to be directed to faces (Pegna et al.,
2011). However, since data showing insensitivity of N170 to emotional
expression also exist (Eimer et al., 2003; Leppänen et al., 2007), characterization of this component in response to affective facial informationwhich was not among present study’s scopesrequires additional
research.

Happy faces elicited greater N170 amplitudes than disgust faces.
Advantages for faces charged with positive affective meaning over
faces charged with negative meaning have been reported previously
for both N170 latency (Batty and Taylor, 2003) and N170 amplitude
(Pizzagalli et al., 2002; Marzi and Viggiano, 2010; these studies compared faces judged as pleasant and unpleasant, but they did not present
evident facial expressions). The effect of happiness vs disgust facial
expressions in N170 amplitude has been scarcely explored, no significant differences being reported (Batty and Taylor, 2003; Eimer et al.,
2003). However, there are marked differences between the present
experimental design and previous ones, so that continued research
on this issue is recommended. During binocular rivalry, both happy
and disgust faces predominate over neutral and, additionally, happy
faces predominate over disgust faces (Yoon et al., 2009). The later
result results has been interpreted in terms of ‘positivity offset’
(Yoon et al., 2009). As already mentioned, this processing bias facilitates processing of appetitive stimulation, and would have been
favored by evolution to facilitate exploratory and approaching behaviors (e.g. Cacioppo and Gardner, 1999). The positivity offset would be
especially relevant in social interactions, where friendly faces preferentially attract attention. Then, a nexus could be established between the
‘happy face advantage’ described earlier and the ‘positivity offset’.
Two sources were linked to N170 scalp effects. On the one hand, the
activity of the fusiform gyrus (BA20) was also reflected in this component (to a greater extent than in P2a, according to the regression
results). This result is in line with those of previous studies exploring
the origin of N170, reporting the critical involvement of the fusiform
gyrus (Itier and Taylor, 2004; Sadeh et al., 2010). As at the behavior
and scalp levels, fusiform ROI current densities were maximal to
positive facial distracters. This pattern suggests two important ideas.
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CONCLUSIONS
Globally, facial expressions and emotional scenes showed similar capabilities for attracting exogenous attention using equivalent experimental conditions for the two categories. This conclusion was
evident at the behavioral level, where no main effect of the stimulus
category (faces or scenes) was found. At the electrophysiological level,
and at first sight, there was an advantage of faces in terms of both
amplitude and latency. However, this facial advantage should be interpreted with caution, since face-specific processing mechanisms
overlapped in time and partially in space with more general/multicategorical mechanisms usually involved in exogenous attention. The
face-specific mechanism was mainly (but not exclusively) reflected in
N170 at the scalp level, and in the fusiform gyrus and IPL at the source
level. This specific mechanism was biased toward positive faces.
Multicategorical mechanisms underlying exogenous attention were
reflected in P2a at the scalp level, and in the precentral gyrus at the
source level, a part of the dorsal attention network. This unspecific
mechanism showed negativity bias: both faces and scenes elicited
greater P2a amplitudes when they presented negative valence. Taken
together, the present results indicate that faces and non-facial scenes
elicit different and, to some extent, complementary processing mechanisms which should be taken into account in attempts to produce a
complete picture of attention to emotional visual stimuli.
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